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Introduction

Multiple monovalent interactions are the simultaneous asso-
ciation of multiple ligands of one molecule or complex to
multiple binding sites on a given receptor and are important
in numerous biological processes such as cell recognition
events. Multiple interactions often have enhanced properties
that are significantly different from the properties of their
constituent monovalent ligands. An effective way of achiev-
ing a multivalent display of ligands is by attaching the li-
gands of interest to the periphery of dendrimers.[1–4] We
have previously reported the functionalization of adaman-

tyl–urea dendrimers using noncovalent interactions resulting
in a statistical, yet adaptable, distribution of ligands at the
periphery of the dendrimer scaffold.[5]

The adamantyl–urea dendrimers, made by reacting ada-
mantyl isocyanate with poly(propyleneimine) dendrimers,
were designed to bind to acid–urea guests via a combination
of electrostatic and hydrogen-bonding interactions
(Scheme 1). Upon mixing, proton transfer would occur from
the carboxylic acid of the guest to the tertiary amine of the
pincer and the two would be held together by electrostatic
(ion pairing) interactions. The complex would be further sta-
bilized by urea�urea hydrogen bonds with the guest sand-
wiched between the urea groups of the pincer-like moiety.
The urea moieties of the dendrimer were appended with
bulky adamantyl groups to reduce intramolecular hydrogen
bonding of urea groups within pincers, but they should bind
efficiently to guest molecules with less bulky side chains.
Many experiments showed spectroscopic evidence for the

depicted design, although a static picture can never visualize
in a reasonable way a highly dynamic multicomponent
system. Like the components of a cell or the arrangement of
surfactants in micelles and vesicles, the dendrimer–guest
complex is neither rigid nor static and the noncovalent inter-
actions holding the components together are constantly
broken and reformed. The spherical and dynamic nature of
dendrimers makes single crystal studies limited to the lower
generations.[6] Molecular dynamics simulations of dendrim-
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ers are often focused on the overall shape, density profile
and positions of the end groups.[7] Specific supramolecular
attention in the simulation of dendrimers has been limited
to encapsulated host–guest systems.[8] In this paper, we wish
to present an accurate representation of this dynamic host–
guest complex, based on analyses of the crystal packing
structures of model compounds and atomistic molecular dy-
namics simulations. Our proposed structure will give impor-
tant information about the predominant dynamic interac-
tions between the host and guest and illustrate how they fit
together and interact with each other.

Results

X-ray crystallography :[9] Since crystals of dendritic structures
were difficult to come by, we have obtained X-ray quality
single crystals of what we thought are the relevant binding
sites of the dendrimer, the pincer-like structures[10] with ada-
mantyl and phenyl groups (1 and 2, respectively; see Sup-
porting Information for preparation of 1), as well as guest
molecules[11] with the same end groups (3, 3·TEA, and 4)
shown in Figure 1. Co-crystals of pincer–guest complexes
were also attempted[12] but without success, suggesting that a
guest sandwiched between the arms of a pincer is not neces-
sarily a favored (stable) structure in a crystalline lattice.
The packing structures of the adamantyl pincer show that

the pincer is quite flexible (Figure 2a and b). Two poly-
morphs were found in crystals grown from the same solvent
system. These packing structures show that the adamantyl
group is bulky enough to prevent intra-pincer hydrogen
bonding between urea groups. Hydrogen bonding is ob-

served between pincers, forming infinite hydrogen-bond
stacks in both polymorphs with urea groups rotated by 908
relative to each other. A pincer without bulky groups shows
efficient intra-pincer hydrogen bonding as illustrated in Fig-
ure 2c. The phenyl pincers are also more difficult to dissolve
in organic solvents, exemplifying the difficulty in breaking
these intra-pincer hydrogen bonds to insert a guest.
A phenyl-terminated guest molecule 3 results in a colum-

nar packing structure (Figure 3a) that is reminiscent of that
of the phenyl pincer 2. An infinite hydrogen-bonding stack
is formed with guest molecules rotated 1808 relative to the
ones above and below. Acid–urea [O�H···O] hydrogen
bonds link these columns together (Figure 3b), however, no
p–p stacking interactions were observed with either pincer 2
or guest 3. The crystal structure of the adamantyl guest (Fig-
ure 3c and d) is in agreement with what was observed previ-
ously. The bulky adamantyl groups prevented urea-urea
bonds so that hydrogen bonds are formed between the urea
moieties with carboxylic acids of adjacent guest molecules
instead.
The triethylammonium salt of the guest 3 was recrystal-

lized to probe acid–base interactions present in the dendri-
mer–guest complex. In this crystal structure (Figure 4) we
observed that only half of the carboxylic acids are deproton-
ated, a common occurrence for weak acids in the solid
state,[13] as a strong [O�H···O�] hydrogen bond is formed.
Urea–urea hydrogen bonds are not present in this crystal
structure because of the possibility of ion–dipole interac-
tions, which are usually stronger[14] than dipole–dipole (hy-
drogen bonding) interactions. We can conclude from the
crystal structures shown above that there are many more
types of interactions available to join dendrimer and acid–

Scheme 1. Binding of an acetic acid–urea guest to a dendrimer.

Figure 1. Structures investigated using X-ray crystallography.
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urea guests in addition to the carboxylate/ammonium and
urea–urea hydrogen-bonding interactions illustrated in
Scheme 1.

Molecular dynamics simulations : Using NAMD 2.5,[15] mo-
lecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed on the
3rd- and 5th-generation dendrimers shown in Figure 5 (8

Figure 2. Solid-state superstructure of a,b) two polymorphs of the adamantyl pincer and c) the phenyl pincer.

Figure 3. a) Phenyl guests form infinite stacks via urea-urea hydrogen bonding and b) the stacks are linked to other stacks via acid-urea bonds. Adaman-
tyl–urea guests form columns via c) [N�H···O] urea acid hydrogen bonding within the column and d) [O�H···O] acid–urea hydrogen bonding between
stacks to the carboxylic acid groups.

Figure 4. X-ray crystal structure of 3·TEA shows the formation of a) a protonated–unprotonated acid pair linked together with an ion–dipole [O�H···O�]
interaction as well as b) [N�H···O�] hydrogen bond. The overall packing structure is composed of the aforementioned interactions as well as ammonium
ion–urea interactions (c).
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and 32 pincer-like moieties, respectively) having adamantyl
(D1a, D1b) or phenyl groups (D2a, D2b) at the periphery.
The dendrimers were analyzed both with and without acid–
urea guests 5. The dendrimers were simulated for 2 ns using
1 fs time steps, and atom coordinates and velocities were
sampled every picosecond. In simulations that included
acid–urea guests (8 and 32 guests for 3rd- and 5th-genera-
tion dendrimers, respectively) initial structures were gener-
ated in 1 ns pre-simulations from extended dendrimer struc-
tures (for details see Supporting Information). Guest mole-
cules were uniformly distributed on the surface of a sphere,
tightly enclosing these dendrimers. For simulations that only
involved the dendrimer, we used just the extended dendri-
mer structures as a starting point. These extended structures
quickly collapse to form a more compact structure as favor-
able van der Waals interactions and hydrogen bonds (by
means of electrostatic interactions) are formed between dif-
ferent sections of the macromolecule/complex. In each simu-
lation, a starting temperature of 500 K was used and at this
temperature noncovalent bonds could still be broken and re-
formed. The temperature was gradually decreased to 300 K
in the first nanosecond and remained at 300 K during the
last nanosecond of the simulations. As the temperature de-
creases, the conformations of the dendrimers are locked, as
the system no longer has enough energy to break hydrogen
bonding and/or acid–base interactions. The acid–base reac-
tions of these guests with the basic dendrimers were simulat-
ed as acid–base interactions (i.e. , electrostatic interactions)
consistent with the gas phase.[16]

As shown in Figure 6, 3rd-generation adamantyl– and
phenyl–urea dendrimers, D1a and D2a, do not exhibit a
globular structure. The groups at the periphery (adamantyl
or phenyl) tend to cluster on one side of the molecule to
maximize the number of urea–urea hydrogen-bonding inter-
actions, leaving the interior of the dendrimer as well as the
diaminobutane core exposed. Addition of guests improves
the surface coverage, resulting in a more spheroid shape,
however, still having an accessible dendrimer interior. Fifth
generation dendrimers (D1b, D2b) are more globular in
shape although patches of dendrimer interior are still ex-
posed. In some cases, even the diaminobutane core is still
exposed on these dendrimers. The addition of guests 5 to
5th-generation dendrimers gave structures with only small
portions of the dendrimer interior appearing at the surface.

The diaminobutane core of the
dendrimers is situated in the
center of the aggregates. Over-
all, the bulky end groups of the
adamantyl-terminated dendrim-
ers result in more crowding at
the periphery compared with
the phenyl-terminated dendrim-
ers.
The driving force for the for-

mation of each of the structures

mentioned above is the stabilizing electrostatic interactions
arising for the most part from hydrogen-bonding and acid–
base interactions. Hydrogen bonds between urea groups
make up a majority of these stabilizing forces because of
both i) the large number of urea groups present in either the
dendrimer or dendrimer–guest complex and ii) the strength
of these bifurcated hydrogen bonds. The hydrogen-bonding
interactions between the urea groups of the dendrimer and
guest molecules were analyzed using the atom trajectories
obtained from the molecular dynamics simulations outlined
in Table 1. The urea–urea hydrogen-bonding interactions an-
alyzed are defined as consisting of two hydrogen bonds
where the distances between the hydrogen atoms of the
donor and the oxygen atom of the acceptor are 2.5 K or
less. Hence, the total number of hydrogen-bonding interac-
tions possible is the same as the number of urea groups.
Even though nearly all the urea groups participate in hydro-
gen-bonding interactions, only about 45% of these are bifur-

Figure 5. Structures investigated using MD simulations.

Figure 6. Structure of the dendrimers and dendrimer complexes after a
2 ns simulation. The dendrimers are depicted in blue (darker blue for the
interior), while the guests are colored pink. For each structure a front
and side view is shown.
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cated out of all possible linkages in all dendrimers with or
without acid–urea guests. The remainder participate either
in longer distance hydrogen-bonding interactions with urea
or carboxylate groups or interact only with one hydrogen
bond.
The presence or absence of guest molecules does not

change the percentage of urea–urea hydrogen-bonding inter-
actions in the macromolecule/complex. As a result of steric
issues arising from bulky adamantyl groups, urea–urea
bonds found in simulations regarding adamantyl–urea den-
drimers (with or without guests) exhibit torsion angles of
around 908 (perpendicular orientation) as was found in all
crystal structures containing adamantyl urea groups. In con-
trast, there was no preferential urea–urea torsion angle
found in simulations pertaining to phenyl dendrimers.
In dendrimer host–guest complexes, about 45% of all the

urea�urea bonds formed are between dendrimer and guests,
signifying the full integration of guest molecules into these
dendrimers. Approximately 50% of urea linkages are
formed between urea groups within dendrimers, presumably
because they constitute 67% of urea groups in the complex.
Hydrogen-bonding interactions of this type between guest
molecules are small in most cases (3–9%), with a tendency
to be larger in case of the fifth-generation dendrimers.
Acid–base interactions between the tertiary amine groups

of the dendrimer and the carboxylic acids of the guests are
also important for the complexation event and are the
second stabilizing interaction holding the guest and dendri-
mer together. In the gas phase, proton transfer is only likely
between strong acids and strong bases and, hence, in these
dendrimer–guest complexes acid–base interactions should
exist as hydrogen bonds between two polarized groups
rather than an ion pair. Since tertiary amines are present in
all layers of the dendrimer (even at the core), it is conceiva-
ble that guest molecules can bind to amines in the interior
of the dendrimer as well as with those near the periphery.
However, acid–urea guests are mainly found near the pe-
riphery of the dendrimer (Table 2). The guests interact with
amines at the outer layers of the dendrimer because there
are more tertiary amines available and to maximize the

number of other stabilizing interactions (including urea–
urea hydrogen bonds) in the complex.
The urea–urea hydrogen bond and acid–base interactions

mentioned in the pincer model only accounts for two out of
the eight possible combinations of donor/guest interactions.
In a dendrimer–guest complex, there are two types of hy-
drogen bond donors, urea N�H and acid O�H and they can
form hydrogen bonds with all four acceptors, urea C=O,
acid C=O, acid O�H as well as the tertiary amines of the
dendrimer. Hydrogen-bonding interactions with the acid O�
H as acceptor are negligible for the most part. However, all
of the C=O groups of carboxylic acid groups of guest mole-
cules are involved in hydrogen-bonding interactions, the ma-
jority of them (�80%) with urea N�H groups and the rest
with acid O�H groups of another guest. In addition, bifur-
cated urea–urea hydrogen bonds only account for �80% of
all urea–urea hydrogen bonds in the dendrimer–guest com-
plexes.
It is noteworthy that the behavior of the 5th-generation

phenyl dendrimer complex is, in most respects, very similar
to that of the analogous adamantyl dendrimer complex. The
main difference between the two structures is the urea–urea
hydrogen bond torsion angles. The adamantyl dendrimers
and complexes exhibit strong preference for orthogonal bi-
furcated hydrogen bonds while the torsion angles of the
phenyl dendrimers and complexes appear to be randomly
distributed. The latter seems contradictory to the preferen-
tial co-planar or perpendicular orientation of urea–urea
bonds,[17] but is the direct result of modeling hydrogen
bonds through electrostatic interactions (which lack direc-
tionality). Hence, the perpendicular orientation of the urea–
urea linkages in adamantyl-functionalized dendrimers can
solely be attributed to steric repulsions.

Discussion

Both the crystal structures and the molecular dynamics sim-
ulations clearly show that binding of the acid–urea guests to
the dendrimer via the mechanism proposed in Scheme 1 is
unlikely. The chaotic nature of the host–guest complex, how-
ever, makes it difficult to visualize what exactly is happening

Table 1. Urea–urea hydrogen-bonding distributions in dendrimer/dendri-
mer complexes.

Dendrimer
structure

Urea
linkages [%][a]

Urea linkages present[b]

within
dendrimer [%]

between
dendrimer
and guests [%]

between
guests [%]

D1a 43 100 – –
D1a·58 45 48 48 4
D1b 48 100 – –
D1b·532 47 45 46 9
D2a 42 100 – –
D2a·58 49 52 45 3
D2b 46 100 – –
D2b·532 43 49 42 9

[a] Given as the percentage of possible urea linkages. [b] Subdivision of
the percentage of urea linkages per linkage type.

Table 2. Number and location of acid–base interactions in dendrimer–
guest complexes.

Dendrimer struc-
ture

Acid–base
interactions
[%][a]

Tertiary amines involved
in acid–base interactions

at location[b]

a

[%]
b

[%]
g

[%]
d

[%]
e

[%]

D1a·58 42 20 20 60 – –
D1b·532 36 6 3 12 22 57
D2a·58 22 0 37 63 – –
D2b·532 38 0 3 8 16 74

[a] Given as the percentage of possible acid–base interactions. [b] Subdi-
vision of the percentage of acid–base interactions per location of the in-
volved tertiary amines, where a–e represent each successive dendrimer
shell (a being the dendrimer core).
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in the dendrimer. There are many feasible ways a guest mol-
ecule can bind to the dendrimer, often via multiple interac-
tions to different parts of the dendrimer, and sometimes
even to other guests. In fact, all the secondary interactions
found in the crystal structures are also present in the MD
simulations and conceivably contribute to the overall stabili-
ty as well as complexity of the system. The examples shown
in Figure 7 exemplify the typical interactions found in a den-
drimer–guest complex.

Figure 7a shows that guest molecules sometimes do bind
to the pincer-like moiety in the dendrimer as designed, sand-
wiched between two arms of a pincer, although not exactly
in the way shown in Scheme 1. In this example, a guest mol-
ecule forms urea–urea hydrogen bonds with one arm of a
pincer, while the carbonyl group of the carboxylic acid
moiety binds to the urea group of the other arm. It also
binds, via an acid–base interaction, to a tertiary amine of a
neighboring branch.
Guest molecules can interact favorably with other

guest(s) in addition to its links with the dendrimer. In Fig-
ure 7b, the central guest molecule has urea–urea hydrogen
bonds with two other guests. Furthermore, its carboxylic
acid group has two additional interactions: an acid–base in-
teraction with a tertiary amine and a hydrogen bond with
the acidic proton of the guest below.
Often, a hydrogen-bond stack found in many of the crys-

tal structures composed of urea moieties can be found in the
dendrimer–guest complex as shown in Figure 7c. Here we
see a somewhat curved urea stack, composed of alternating
guests and pincer arms, each time the molecule rotates rela-
tive to the urea stack as a result of either steric reasons or
reorientation of the molecule to optimize interactions with
another part of the dendrimer.
Considering the results found in the crystal structures and

MD simulations, what will the dendrimer–guest complexes
look like in solution? Of course, the structure of the com-
plex will be dependent on the polarity of the solvent, but
will be less condensed than the crystal or simulated struc-
tures as a result of competitive van der Waals and electro-
static interactions with the solvent molecules. While obvi-
ously, the association constant will determine the number of

guest molecules bound to the dendritic host. For the com-
plex, the urea groups will provide most of the stabilizing in-
teractions from participating in urea�urea [N-H···O], acid�
urea [O�H···O] and urea�acid [N�H···O] hydrogen bonds.
The adamantyl substituted urea groups will give bifurcated
urea�urea hydrogen bonds with the urea groups aligned or-
thogonal to each other, whereas a less bulky group will lead
to a more random conformation. When the dendrimer or
guest molecules contain phenyl groups, they might partici-

pate in p-p stacking interac-
tions. Proton transfer might
occur between the acid groups
of the guests and the tertiary
amines of the dendrimer, de-
pending on the solventNs ability
to stabilize the newly formed
ion pair.
Although it cannot do justice

to the three dimensional, intri-
cate and dynamic nature of the
dendrimer–guest complexes,
Figure 8 summarizes the most
important interaction types
found in a dendrimer–guest
complex in a two dimensional

representation. Moreover, the structure presented here,
based on X-ray of models and simulations, is in full agree-
ment with earlier spectroscopic and mass spectrometry data
as well as light scattering.

Conclusion

The dendrimer–guest systems studied here are dynamic and
these host–guest aggregates cannot be easily represented

Figure 7. Simulation snapshot of dendrimer–guest interactions (a–c) in a complex (middle) of D1b with 32
acid–urea guests 5.

Figure 8. Proposed dendrimer complex structure in solution, showing the
predominant interaction types between dendrimer and guest.
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with a two- or even three-dimensional static picture. We
have used crystal structures of model compounds and mo-
lecular dynamics simulations to try to understand how
guests occupy the “binding sites” in adamantyl–urea den-
drimers. We have found that there is not one clear way that
guest molecules bind to the dendrimer although they do
share some common characteristics and usually form multi-
ple interactions with different parts of the dendrimer. We
have proposed a preferred structure that is in agreement
with all reported spectroscopic data. Since, dendrimers are
gaining more and more interest as carriers for (bioactive)
guests, the presented studies is of relevance for all dendritic
guest–host systems and other multiple monovalent interact-
ing systems so often observed in Nature and nanotechnolog-
ical applications.
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